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Mere exposure is the dominant perspective for the effects of ads that are encountered but not explicitly processed.  However, recent

research in visual neuroscience has shown that ignoring objects can lead to negative, rather than positive ratings.  Two studies show

that the difference in outcome may depend on one’s goal at time of exposure.  When engaged in exploratory search, a mere exposure

effect is obtained.  Conversely, top-down (goal-driven) attention causes ad devaluation (in absence of explicit ad recognition), but a

bottom-up goal can override this devaluation effect.
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Every day we see thousands of advertisements, yet consumers actively attend to only a small minority of the ads they are exposed
to. Most advertising research looks only at what happens after attention to the ad has occurred. While this is obviously important, it may
be equally important to understand what happens to the ads that are not attended to, or purposely ignored.

Several advertising researchers have used the mere exposure effect (MEE) to suggest that avoided ads can have positive outcomes
for advertisers (Edwards, Li and Lee 2002; Baker 1999). Zajonc(1968) showed that “unreinforced” exposure to novel stimuli increases
liking of that stimuli. This is what has been cited in the many applications of MEE to ignored or passively viewed advertising. Indeed,
Bornstein (1989) pointed out that advertising, which may be conceptualized as repeated, unreinforced exposures designed to enhance
attitude, represents an important application of MEE. However, “unreinforced” implies that no affective response is attached to the stimuli,
something that may not be the case in all instances of ad avoidance.

Distracter Devaluation
In opposition to MEE, recent research has found that non-attended objects (distracters) can lead to negative, rather than positive

ratings. Raymond, Fenske and Tavassoli (2003) had participants view stimuli and quickly indicate on which side of the page the target
stimulus appeared. Participants later rated their affect toward the attended (target) stimulus, the ignored stimulus, or a previously unseen
(novel) stimulus. The ignored stimuli were rated lower than either the novel stimuli or the attended stimuli. This shows that attentional
state during initial exposure can influence affective response when the stimulus is encountered again. When the stimulus is actively ignored
during exposure it can cause a subsequent negative rating. This is referred to as the distracter devaluation effect.

Further studies demonstrated that overtly knowing what not to look at caused an even stronger negative affective association. This
shows that top-down processing may create an emotional response, and that attention and emotion may work together to prioritize the
processing of stimuli in order to help people accomplish task related goals (Fenske, Raymond and Kunar 2004). When engaged in visual
search, it is inefficient to re-search areas or re-attend to items once it has been determined that they are not what is being sought. Thus we
tag items as inhibited or negative so as not to process them again. While this is functional for goal-oriented behaviors, it suggests that ads
that interrupt or distract from search efforts may actually harm brand ratings.

Motivational relevance
Object-based inhibition is part of a top-down attentional process and is dependent on limited-capacity resources (Olivers and

Humphreys 2002). Top-down processing occurs when there is already a goal in mind (e.g. finding that specific book) versus a bottom-
up approach where something may gain attention by catching your eye. We are constantly engaged in some sort of bottom-up processing
as we scan our environments, but inhibition primarily occurs in goal-directed searches.

Certain items have been shown to be generally prioritized for processing- such as fearful faces or food. These items can be said to
elicit motivated attention (e.g. Schupp et al 2004; Lang, Bradley and Cuthbert 1998). Salience can also be related to physiological drive
states with increased attention for items related to eating found for participants who abstain from eating compared to those who didn’t
(Mogg et al 1998).

Study 1
Study 1 was conducted to determine if a goal-directed (top down) task would create brand devaluation for distracting ads, and if a

physiological need state (affecting bottom-up processing) would impact these results. Participants (n=118) viewed 19 webpages that
contained food-related news articles and ads (experimenter created). Some ads were repeated while others were included just once.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. Two groups (Task groups) were asked to find specific information on each
page. One of these groups had food related ads on each webpage that were later rated, while the Task-No Ad group had different ads on
their webpages that weren’t subsequently rated and therefore served as a baseline in ratings. The third group (Non-Task Group) saw pages
with the food ads, but were not given any tasks. They were told to look at the pages like they would any webpage that they were seeing
for the first time. Each webpage appeared on screen for 15 seconds so that the time exposed to the pages was the same for all groups. Hunger
levels were assessed before viewing since this should affect motivational relevance and prioritize the processing of food-related stimuli.
This allows for an examination of the impact of both bottom-up and top-down attentional strategies.

Findings supported the hypotheses. A significant difference (p<.001) between hungry vs. non-hungry participants emerged. Hungry
participants showed no differences between groups on ad liking and trial intent (all p’s>.15,n.s.). However, as predicted, non-hungry
participants showed significant differences (in the predicted directions, with the AdsTask group showing the lowest means) for ad liking
(repeated ads F(2,57)=3.25,p<.05; non-repeated F(2,57)=3.65,p<.05) and trial intent (repeated F(2,57)=3.90,p<.05; non-repeated
F(2,57)=5.97,p<.005). There were no differences between non-hungry groups on liking or trial for the unseen (novel) ads.
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Study 2
Study 2 (n=138) was conducted to clarify and extend study one results. The same stimuli and method were used. Dependent variables

focused on mood,1 self-reported attention to ads (vs. ignoring them), and ad recognition. No mood effects were present for either the hungry
(F(2,69)=1.42,p>.2) nor the non-hungry groups (F(2,67)=1.56,p>.2). As expected, for the non-hungry participants there were differences
by viewing group with the task groups reporting significantly lower attention to ads (F(2,68)=6.75,p<.005). However, for hungry
participants there was no difference in self-reported attention to the ads between groups (F(2,69)=.043,p>.9). This suggests that for hungry
participants bottom-up processing may override the top-down goal. Recognition scores also confirm that the devaluation effect most likely
occurs without any explicit recognition of ads.

Overall the studies show that the outcome (negative or positive) may depend on goal at time of exposure.
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Psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky have influenced the research in consumer psychology and behavioral economics
over the last thirty years (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). While their findings have been useful in many fields of marketing research, they
were particularly useful for research in behavioral pricing (e.g., Conover 1986; Vanhuele and Drèze 2002). Pricing research has
traditionally analyzed such concerns as consumer judgment of price fairness in terms of the consumers’ relationship to retailers. However,
Knutson et al. (2007) moved the research in a new direction when they used event-related fMRI to investigate which distinct brain areas
are activated in purchasing decisions dealing with products and prices. They found activity associated with anticipating gains and losses
at the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), the insula, and the mesial prefrontal cortex (MPFC). Findings of Knutson et al. (2001) and Kenning
and Plassmann (2008) show a specific stimulation of the NAcc in anticipation of a reward, indicating the importance of the NAcc in
consumer behavior studies. Further, the role of serotonin, which has long been implicated in social behavior (Kandel et al. 2000) and which
is believed to play an important role in activating the NAcc (Purves et al. 2008) can be linked to raised levels of tryptophan in the NAcc
(Crockett et al. 2008). If, therefore, raised levels of serotonin are associated with higher levels of tryptophan, and knowing that raised levels
of insulin in the blood increase the supply of tryptophan (Daniel et al. 1981), the link between insulin level and social behaviors (particularly
those associated with consumer behavior) suggests a valuable area of investigation.

Though the effects of e.g. dopamine levels in humans have increasingly been in the focus of academic scrutiny in the field of
economics (Balleine et al. 2009), the effects of serotonin has, to date, received less attention. This investigation is one of the first to explore
the biological correlates of raised insulin (and hence serotonin) levels on buying decision behavior in a price fairness task, with the goal
of providing new findings for psychologists and marketing researchers.

Our study used a paper-based presentation of 48 convenience goods (24 premium brands, 24 store brands, colored pictures, prices
in ¤), intending to activate a low-involvement situation for the participants of the study (Monroe and Lee 1999). Involvement was checked

1Diffuse positive affect as shown by mood is posited to be a factor in MEE (Monahan, Murphy and Zajonc, 2000)


